Date & Title: 12th May Lingfield 5f Novice
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Preview – I can’t see any weaknesses in To Wafij.
One Minute review – I can’t help thinking that it must have been a weak race at Yarmouth that To
Wafij won, he made no appeal here and although finishing 2nd was probably about 4th best. One
Minute as can be seen from the pictures concealed under a rug until mounted. Even so the glimpse I
got of her did not suggest she could destroy the field in this way. Probably another poor race. The
irony is that because To Wafij won a maiden at Yarmouth he will probably get 75 as an OR for
nurseries and the ease with which One Minute beat him means that she will get closer to 80.

One Minute – small and kept rugged. Short bodied, not a lot of room for the jock. Well prepared by
Mr Haggas and simply scooted clear after having to overcome a lot of bumping from Demon’s Rock.
A default 75 for winning a maiden but not given with any confidence that she is not better or worse
than this.

To Wafij – Chunky little Kodiac. No better than this, size limited. 68

Demon’s Rock – Another heavily built small one, looked capable of a bit better than this. 66

Elysium Dream – Tallish light to medium build filly, ok proportions, nowhere near ready and
presumably been silly at home so here to learn a bit. Ran all over the place early and then ran on, or
appeared to as the ones who had tried to go with the winner fell back. Probably ok for a fillies
maiden at a modest track. 71

Tadbir – Yet another chunky little Kodiac. Look where Jim Crowley’s boots come to. Too fat to do
himself justice here. Might be up to the standard of the 2nd and third with a run under his belt. 66

Erastus – Ordinary forgettable model. 58

Sir Hector – Similar type to Erastus. Here to learn. 55

